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With more competition in world market nowadays, many companies in developed 
countries try to reduce operating costs and increase profits for the purpose of a more 
competitive status by means of reducing procurement costs on material and services. 
They purchase material, spare parts and services from countries of lower costs to get 
better savings. Low Cost Country Sourcing is the strategy of maximizing value of 
supply chain to support the competition strategy of the whole company. 
This thesis analyses background and current status of Low Cost Country Sourcing. It 
also lists hidden costs and risks behind the attractive savings: there’s variation 
between actual costs and expected cost savings, or even risks of supply chain 
breaking in case of problems occur in Low Cost Country Souring. There are several 
ways to reduce hidden cost and mitigate potential risks: supplier audit on site, 
shortening lead time, additional sourcing place(s), Low Cost Country Sourcing 
Center(s) near the sourcing places, etc. Up to now, the most effective way is supplier 
administrations and supervision on purchasing orders by Low Cost Country Sourcing 
Center(s). 
The thesis studies the operation modes and working processes of the Low Cost 
Country Sourcing Center of ABB Power Product High Voltage (PPHV) , it also states 
the methods of reducing hidden costs and mitigating possible risks of this center in 
the processes from inquiries to execution of purchasing orders: administration on 
procurement costs, supplier management (including supplier appraisal and audit, 
supplier management in triggering stage of purchase orders and daily supplier 
management), quality management and transportation management, etc. The thesis 
gives improving proposals on some current problems in this center. 
Low Cost Country Sourcing develops rapidly recently. Hope this thesis can be used 
for reference for the companies in high cost countries which purchase from low cost 
countries, including those Chinese companies which decide to purchase from 
countries of even lower costs than China. 
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